What does delta band tell us about cognitive processes: a mental calculation study.
Multichannel EEG recordings from 18 healthy subjects were used to investigate brain activity in four delta subbands during two mental arithmetic tasks (number comparison and two-digit multiplication) and a control condition. The spatial redistribution of signal-power (SP) was explored based on four consecutives subbands of the delta rhythm. Additionally, network analysis was performed, independently for each subband, and the related graphs reflecting functional connectivity were characterized in terms of local structure (i.e. the clustering coefficient), overall integration (i.e. the path length) and the optimality of network organization (i.e. the "small-worldness"). EEG delta activity showed a widespread increase in all subbands during the performance of both arithmetic tasks. The inter-task comparison of the two arithmetic tasks revealed significant differences, in terms of signal-power, for the two subbands of higher frequency over left hemisphere (frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital) regions. The estimated brain networks exhibited small-world characteristics in the case of all subbands. On the contrary, lower frequency subbands were found to operate differently than the higher frequency subbands, with the latter featuring nodal organization and poor remote interconnectivity. These findings possibly reflect the deactivation of default mode network and could be attributed to inhibitory mechanisms activated during mental tasks.